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In four studies, the authors demonstrate that jointly consuming products labeled with the same brands is enjoyed more than consuming

those labeled with different brands. Process evidence suggests that the effect arises because a shared brand cues that the two products

were designed and tested to uniquely go well together.
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ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Two product classes are said to be complementary when the 

utility derived from one good depends on usage of the other good. 
Such product classes are often jointly consumed as in the case of 
toothbrushes and toothpaste or tortilla chips and salsa. In the current 
research, we take the notion of complementarity a level deeper and 
ask how specific brand combinations within given product classes 
affect utility during joint consumption (e.g., “Which combination of 
Tostitos and Old Dutch tortilla chips and salsas would be most en-
joyed?”). Previous work suggests that given two brands where one is 
slightly preferred to the other, one should enjoy as much of the better 
brand as possible. Contrary to this prediction, we find that consumers 
experience a bonus in enjoyment from having a single matched brand 
for both products. We posit that the reason for this “brand match-
ing effect” is that consumers expect a brand to have coordinated its 
products, through activities like joint product design and testing, to 
uniquely work well together. The belief that product coordination 
has taken place is cued when the brands of multiple products match.  
Four empirical studies support our core prediction that matching 
brands increases joint consumption. 

In the first study, we asked participants to rate the sharpness of 
pictures said to be created by a printer and ink combination (even 
though all pictures were actually printed using the same printer and 
ink cartridge). The design was a 2 (Printer Brand: HP vs. Canon) x 
2 (Ink Brand: HP vs. Canon) between-subjects design. Participants 
rated the pictures as appearing significantly sharper when the printer 
and ink were labeled as the same brand (vs. different brands) (p < 
.03). A follow-up study in which we did not reveal the brand names 
but merely told participants that the printer and ink were the same or 
two different brands replicated this result (p < .03). 

The second study tested the product coordination explanation 
against other explanations suggesting general preference for match-
ing on any attribute. We framed labels of tortilla chips and salsa as 
either brand names (e.g., “Party Time® brand salsa”) or general 
adjectives (e.g., “party time salsa). If our account is correct, then we 
should observe the brand matching effect in the brand frame case 
but not in the general adjective frame case. Indeed, tortilla chips and 
salsa framed as coming from the same brand were enjoyed more than 
those framed as from different brands (p < .05), but there were no 
differences between the matched and mismatched cases for the ad-
jective frame case (t < 1). 

The third study sought direct evidence for our product coor-
dination explanation. The design used only the brand frame condi-
tions from Study 2 and asked participants to indicate their perceived 
coordination (i.e., perceptions of joint research and design) of the 
two products after the dependent measures. Our core finding that 
matched brands of tortilla chips and salsa were enjoyed more than 
mismatched brands was replicated (p < .02). In addition, a Sobel test 
confirmed that perceived coordination mediated the effect of brand 
matching on rated enjoyment (p < .03). 

The objective of the fourth study is to provide further process 
evidence by explicitly manipulating product coordination. We coun-
terbalanced Brand A and Brand B labels that were counterbalanced 
across the two products. In addition to the brand labels, we also ma-
nipulated a line of text participants read before tasting the chips and 
salsa. In one condition, we told participants that the brand(s) had 

“coordinated the distribution and coupons for these two products.” In 
the other condition, we told participants that the brand(s) had “coor-
dinated the design of these products and market research on how they 
tasted together.” We expected to replicate the brand matching effect 
in the former condition but not the latter. In accordance with this 
prediction, tortilla chips and salsa from the same brand were enjoyed 
more than those from different brands when participants were told 
that the brand(s) had coordinated the distributions and coupons for 
the two products (p < .04). This effect was eliminated when we told 
participants that the brand(s) had coordinated the research and design 
for the two products (t < 1). 

The results of these studies contribute to the literature in three 
important ways. First, we establish brand matching as a way to in-
crease the enjoyment of multiple products consumed jointly without 
changing what is objectively being consumed. This is in line with 
previous work, which has shown that the presence of a high quality 
brand label increases the enjoyment of a single product (Allison and 
Uhl 1964; Hoegg and Alba 2007). Our finding leads to new insights 
about how marketers can help consumers enjoy their consumption 
episodes more without trying to change quality perceptions of the 
brand. Second, by demonstrating the brand matching effect with 
unfamiliar brands that have no preexisting associations, our work 
furthers product coordination as a general role for brands. This con-
tributes to the literature on brand roles, which suggests among other 
things that brands can serve as a signals of quality and manufactur-
ing competencies (Wernerfelt 1988; Broniarczyk and Alba 1994), 
figures of attachment (Fournier 1998), and signals of group associa-
tions (Belk 1988). Third, by fixing the product categories consumed, 
our work highlights the role of a product-level fit in consumption 
enjoyment. This notion of a product-level fit in many ways comple-
ments past work on how product extension evaluations are enhanced 
when they fit with a brand in terms of category-level complementar-
ity (e.g., chips with dip; Aaker and Keller 1990). Our findings dem-
onstrate consumers not only believe that brands that make a specific 
product can better make products in a complementary category, but 
also that a brand’s complementary extension will work best with 
existing products from that brand because they were designed and 
tested together. It is clear that branding is an important question 
for researchers, made more difficult by the fact that consumers mix 
brands together quite often. Future research should further our un-
derstanding of how brand combinations can ultimately create more 
enjoyable experiences.
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